Beyond NAFI – Fire monitoring and strategic planning
tools short workshop.

1. Introduction
The purpose of the workshop is to introduce some no-cost tools to help with your fire
monitoring, strategic burning and response planning using techniques to improve the spatial
and temporal resolution of burnt area and active fire data beyond that provided by NAFI.
The Darwin Centre for Bush Fires research, working with open source software developers,
have produced simple tools and training to allow anyone to access free high (spatial)
resolution Landsat imagery, for detailed burnt area assessment, and MODIS satellite
imagery for near real time burnt area visualisation. Landsat is very useful if you want a
detailed image of smaller early dry fire break burns whilst direct access to MODIS imagery
allows you to get a same-day picture of burnt areas without having to wait for the latest
NAFI mapping update. In addition the workshop will present some new NAFI tools and a
developing training application based around 3D fire spread simulation as an education and
training tool.
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Details
Visualising Burnt Area's with
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MODIS data
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features available from the NAFI
service

3D incendiary games for
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The tutorial material presented here has four steps (1) downloading satellite imagery (2)
display in SAGA GIS (3) import ancillary data (ie incendiary drop lines, tenure) (4) export for
use in other software.

2. What is SAGA GIS
This workshop focuses on the use of SAGA GIS software. SAGA is free Open Source
Software (FOSS) that runs without need for installation. This means that it can be run
straight from an external drive on any PC. SAGA GIS has a range of powerful tools for
displaying and analysing satellite and elevation data. In many cases SAGA GIS is more
powerful and easier to use than many expensive GIS and remote sensing packages. SAGA
GIS is continuously improved and updated by a group of spatial scientists in Hamburg,
Germany. Specific tools have been developed by this group, at the request of the Darwin
Centre for Bushfires Research, to simplify the process of working with Landsat Data. Some
of the SAGA tools used in this tutorial have not yet been officially release (Oct 2014) and are
only available through the version (SAGA2.1.3_rev2197) provided through this workshop.
For more information about SAGA GIS visit http://www.saga-gis.org/.

3. Downloading Imagery
Landsat 8
The Landsat 8 satellite images the entire Earth every 16 days providing free high quality
earth resource information. Landsat has been used for over 30 years to map and monitor
fires across northern Australia proving high resolution imagery of burnt areas. Landsat 8 was
launched in February 2013 providing operation imagery a few months later. Landsat 8
imagery is downloadable from a variety of sources. For this workshop we will look at using
Glovis (glovis.usgs.gov/) for downloading single scenes and Earth Explorer for Earth Explorer
(earthexplorer.usgs.gov) for downloading multiple images or setting up image availability
notification.

GLOVIS - USGS Global Visualization Viewer
Glovis (glovis.usgs.gov/) allows you to easily select and download individual scenes from
anywhere on earth. To download imagery for your area of interest follow the following
steps:
1. Navigate to your area of interest using the global map in
the top left:

2. Select Landsat 8 OLI as the image

collection to view from the menu bar.

3. Select the scene(s) that cover your area of
interest:

3. Select the image date of interest using the Prev
and Next Scene buttons then press Add and
Send to cart.

4. You will then need to register (only
once) to sign in.

5. Click the download button.

6. Select the Level 1 Geotiff product.
Once downloaded you will need to
unzip the data.

Earth Explorer
Earth explorer uses a Google Earth map to navigate, define an area of interest and set
search parameters. Earth explorer also allows you to submit a standing request that then
notifies you of every image captured within your area of interest and via email which links
to a direct download.

1. Zoom to your area of
interest and define a search
area polygon:

2. Set your search date range

3. Under the Data Sets tab select Landsat 8 then click
Results to search

4. Select an image of interest to download and/or click
the standing request button to receive notification and
download links via email of new imagery for your area
of interest.

Downloading MODIS imagery
The pre-processed MODIS imagery used in the NAFI mapping is currently available via CDU
at http://modis.org.au/modis/modis-toa/
Navigate to the image date you wish to download, right click on the text link and Save as

4. Visualising Imagery
SAGA
Starting SAGA GIS. In the SAGA folder
double click the saga_gui.exe file.

SAGA Interface
The tools tab and geoprocessing menu allow
access to SAGA processing functions
(modules). In this tutorial we will only use
one of the many available processing
modules.
The data tab shows loaded data sets. Double
clicking on a loaded data set will display it in
a map window.

The map window shows the displayed data
sets and allows you to alter the display
configuration.

The object properties button opens a
window displaying information about
selected data sets.

This button allows you to search for
processing modules.

Displaying Landsat imagery
To automatically import and display
Landsat imagery we need to use the
Landsat import with options tool.
This can be found under:
Geoprocessing>Imagery>Tools>land
sat>Landsat Import with Options
OR just click the search button and
type Landsat.

The imagery provided with this tutorial covers the Eastern portion of Nitmuluk, Mataranka
and over to Bulman.
-

Try opening the image from May: Imagery\Landsat\105-70\2014-10-08

In the Files field select Bands 4 (Red), 5 (Infra-Red), 10 (Thermal). These are the best bands
for visualising burnt areas.

Once you have selected the Bands
set the:
1) Coordinate system for the
output image. This will depend
on the projection other data
display is in. For this example, in
order to overlay the image with
MODIS imagery later, use
Geographic Coordinates (ie LatLong).
2) Interpolation method to Nearest Neighbour. This sets the image to be displayed as an
exact copy of the input bands.

3) Make sure the imagery is set display as a red, green blue “composite” with Band 4 set
as Blue, 5 as green and 10 as red.
4) Click OK and wait a couple of minutes.

You will see the image bands open in the data tab and display in the map window. Recent
fire will appear as bright red.
-

Try and find Katherine Gorge and Mataranka.

You can zoom in to the image using the zoom tool and pan using the hand tool
You can improve the
display of the burnt
areas (contrast
enhancement) by: 1)
zooming to a part of
the image with fire; 2)
in the map tab right
clicking on the
displayed band and
selecting “Adjust
Histogram Stretch to
Map Extent”.
This essentially adjusts
the contrast to the
colour range in the
displayed window.

Displaying MODIS imagery
To display MODIS imagery simply drag and
drop the MODIS tiff file into SAGA and select
Band 2 as the only one to load. Open the
image in the May MODIS folder to open the
same image date as the Landsat scene.
-

Try opening the image for May in the satellite imagery folder (Satellite
imagery>MODIS>MAY). This image is from date?

Double click on the MODIS image in the
Data Tab to open it in the map window

Select the Landsat image map to display
when asked which map layer to add the
MODIS image to.

In the Maps TAB drag the Landsat image layer
above the MODIS image so you can see it displayed
in the map window.

In the map tab select the MODIS image layer
and press ENTER to turn the layer on and off.

Zoom in to a fire and compare the resolution of
the MODIS and Landsat imagery.

Displaying ancillary data
Ancillary data could include tenure or aerial incendiary flight lines, and can be in shape file
(shp) or GPX format. Provided they have been recorded in the same coordinate system that
your imagery is displayed it is simply a matter of dragging the .shp or .gpx file into SAGA GIS
and double clicking the loaded file and displaying it over your imagery.
Try and drag and drop the
Jawoyn SHP file into SAGA.

Now double click on the loaded file from the data file to
and display it on the same map as the imagery.

Use the Object properties button to display open the shp file
display properties.

Change the display colour to yellow so it
easier to see the track.

Now try loading the NP boundary data.

Exporting image view
Exporting a displayed image map can be useful for reports, presentations, or for using the
maps in other (field) software.
Copy map to clipboard
To copy a snap-shot of the current map view to the computer clipboard so you can then
paste directly into a presentation simply press Ctrl+C

Copy geo-referenced image
The easiest way to copy the image and it’s
georeference information for use in other GIS software
is to first use:
Map>Save as image to workspace

Allocate a cell size the same
as that shown in the Data
tab layer

Then copy the displayed map and create a
new layer in the data tab. Right click on this
layer and Save As Image.

Save as a tif file - make sure Save
Georeference is selected in the following
dialog box.

Assessing fire extent and spread. Nitmiluk Sept - Oct 2014
Try opening Landsat imagery for October 2014 covering Nitmiluk NP. This will require
loading two scenes (see the Path/Row map on the following page). Now import multiple
MODIS images for the fire period. By turn the MODIS image layers on and off you can
animate the fire spread.
Check out the screen video provided with this tutorial to follow the process in detail.

